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Meetings where we hope to see you!

Contoured Silicone Carving Blocks
For aesthetic or reconstructive needs

While Implantech carries a broad range of
stock implants, there are situations that call
for a customizable block—such as the need
to replicate a body part or to correct a large
defect.

Implantech’s contoured carving blocks
come pre-formed in various shapes, yet can
be easily fashioned into patient-specific
implants.

PowerFlex™ Pectoral Implants
From moderately toned to ripped

When your male patient is after greater
chest muscle definition, look no further than
Implantech.

Our soft and supple PowerFlex™ pectoral
implants provide shaped volume and
smoother edges for the most natural look
and feel.

Mimicking large pectoral muscles,
PowerFlex™ styles offer definition ranging
from toned and moderate to the ultimate in
ripped.

These solid silicone implants are made of
soft or extra-soft solid silicone and are
either textured or smooth. Whichever you
choose, you can count on PowerFlex™
pectoral implants for the most natural-
looking patient outcomes.
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Made of clear, implant-grade silicone, these
carving blocks are available in either extra-
soft or extra extra-soft durometers to mimic
soft tissue or muscle.

Style 1 is ovoid-shaped with a thickness
that tapers down toward one end, while the
Style 3 oval features a symmetric taper.
Both are available in an extra-soft
durometer.

Style 4 and Style 8 are more egg-shaped
(or ovate) and are identical except for their
durometers (Style 4 is extra-soft while Style
8 is extra extra-soft).

Contact Implantech about our carving
blocks (not only contoured but rectangular
as well) or any of our other outstanding
product lines.
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Check out our wide selection of styles and
sizes, or contact us today for more info.
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